SOME OF THE FEATURED DESIGNERS
AKASHI

Founded by Vina Ahuja,
Akashi Clothing brings together
traditional and contemporary
aesthetics, allowing you to
rediscover India from a different
perspective. The brand celebrates
handcraft practices by sourcing
textiles from Jaipur and adding
a touch of modernity to them.
Perfect for the festive season,
their ensembles are crafted from
flowy, traditionally nurtured
fabrics in pastel hues with
detailed embroidery.
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Amplify your online social influence
with the help of Vogue Portfolio – an
online marketing and discovery platform
for established and budding design
professionals. By creating compelling
content that speaks about your brand,
it allows you to reach potential customers
beyond the metros, generate leads and
a lot more….
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CONFIDRESS

Neelari, Akashi Clothing’s
collection, sheds light on
indigo blue, a versatile yet
regal hue, while drawing
inspiration from India’s
Blue City—Jodhpur.
And this embroidered
and sequins indigo
patchwork pantsuit is all
set to up your fashion
game during the
celebrations.

The label’s Rivaayat Collection
presents this hand-embroidered,
earthy green linen sari with a
bell-sleeved chanderi blouse.
While the sari has a geometric
border, the blouse stands out
with its slender cuts and a
Madhubani painting. Focusing
on epic stories and traditional
patterns, this blouse has been
created with natural pigments
that’s sure to make heads turn
at your best friend’s wedding.

Ethnic and modern, timeless
and versatile, bold and demure,
all at once, this fashion label’s
raison d’être is to empower Indian
craftsmen. Blending traditional
motifs with modern styles, her
collections find inspiration in the
rich and opulent architecture
of India. The ensembles are
intricately embroidered by local
artisans to offer finesse, style,
comfort and glamour to the
contemporary Indian woman.

Conceptualised by Ishita Khosla,
Confidress is an online fashion
portal that curates looks with
renowned designers and expert
stylists. Offering individual styling
services for men and women, it
covers a wide range of designer
and fashion forward apparels and
accessories! Whether it’s formal,
casual or ethnic wear, Confidress
has you covered.

‘This tastefully put-together
look combines a deep
yellow V-neck strap vest with
a blue hem-ripped jeans.
Throw on this pure cotton,
block printed jacket and
accessorise with a silver
metal beaded necklace to
add a boho vibe to your
outfit. Finish up with these
slender sandals and you’re
good to go.
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